ABSTRACT Most existing particle swarm optimization (PSO) variants use a single learning strategy and a fixed neighborhood structure for all particles during the search process. The adoption of rigid learning pattern and communication topology may restrict the intelligence level of each particle, hence degrading the performance of PSO in solving the optimization problems with complicated fitness landscapes. Recent studies suggested that the employment of self-adaptive mechanism in adjusting the search strategy and topology connectivity of each particle along the search process may serve as a potential remedy to improve the performance of PSO, especially when dealing with complex problems. For this reason, a self-adaptive topologically connected (SATC)-based PSO equipped with an SATC module and an improved learning framework is proposed. The SATC module is envisioned to facilitate each particle to perform searching with different exploration and exploitation strengths by adaptively modifying its topology connectivity in different searching stages. A modified velocity update scheme and an alternative search operator are also introduced to formulate an improved learning framework to enhance the performance of proposed work further. Substantial numbers of benchmark functions and two real-world optimization problems are used to compare SATC-based PSO (SATCPSO) with several well-established PSO variants. Extensive studies have verified that SATCPSO is more competitive than its peers in most of the tested problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based optimization algorithm inspired by the collective behavior of a swarm of fishes or birds in searching for foods [1] . Each PSO particle is a candidate solution of optimization problem, while the location of food source represents the associated global optimum. Collaboration and information sharing mechanisms between all particles are demonstrated during the search process, leading to the convergence of swarm from different directions towards the food source. PSO is widely used to tackle various optimization problems due to its simplicity in implementation and being able to deliver acceptable search performance.
Despite of the desirable characteristics as mentioned, substantial studies reported the tendency of conventional PSO to suffer with premature convergence issue due to the rapid convergence and diversity loss of swarm in search process [2] . Intense conflict between the exploration and exploitation searches of PSO is another critical issue needs to be solved because excessive exploration can discourage swarm convergence, while too much exploitation can lead to the congregation of swarm on local optima [3] .
Although numerous PSO variants were developed in past decades to overcome these challenges, the robustness of a single PSO variant to solve the diverse sets of optimization problems with different fitness landscapes is still limited [4] - [6] . The emergence of composition functions consisting of different local fitness landscapes in different sub-regions of search space has further compounded the difficulty for PSO to obtain the global optimum solution.
In order to solve these complex problems more effectively, some intelligent mechanisms need to be incorporated into the PSO swarm so that each particle can adjust its exploration and exploitation strengths adaptively in response to different locations of fitness landscape and different stages of optimization.
In this paper, a new PSO variant known as self-adaptive topologically connected (SATC)-based PSO (SATCPSO) is proposed to achieve the proper adjustment of exploration and exploitation strengths for each particle by adaptively manipulating the degree of social connection with its neighborhood members. This idea is motivated by the fact that a particle with larger topology connectivity is linked with more neighborhood members, hence tends to behave more exploitative and vice versa. The two major contributions of SATCPSO are summarized as follows:
1) Deployment of SATC module to achieve the proper control of exploration and exploitation strengths for each particle by adaptively increasing, maintaining or decreasing its topology connectivity with time.
A self-adaptive mechanism is embedded in SATC module to decide the proper topology connectivity manipulation (TCM) strategy of each particle based on its search performance. A random shuffling mechanism is also introduced to prevent premature convergence. 2) Enhancement of learning framework by incorporating a modified velocity update scheme and a new alternative search (AS) operator. The latter scheme serves as an alternative learning strategy if the former scheme fails to improve the fitness of SATCPSO particle. The rest of this paper are organized as follows. Related studies are presented in Section II. Section III describes the methodologies of SATCPSO in detailed. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section IV, while conclusion is provided in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS A. BASIC PSO (BPSO)
BPSO is modeled as a group of particles in D-dimension hyperspace and each i-th particle is the candidate solution of a given optimization problem. The current state of each i-th particle is represented by both velocity and position vectors denoted as V i = [V i1 , V i2 , . . . , V iD ] and X i = [X i1 , X i2 , . . . , X iD ], respectively. Each i-th particle is also able to memorize the best experience it ever achieved and store its personal best experience into P i = [P i1 , P i2 , . . . , P iD ].
In BPSO, each i-th particle can adjust its trajectory in during the search process based on its personal best experience P i and the best population experience in group denoted as P g = [P g1 , P g2 , . . . , P gD ]. Define ω as the inertia weight used to adjust the exploration and exploitation strengths of particle [3] , while c 1 and c 2 refer to the acceleration coefficients that can control the contribution of cognitive (P i ) and social (P g ) components of particle, respectively. Let r 1 and r 2 be two random numbers generated from a uniform distribution with the range of 0 to 1, then the d-th dimension of velocity and position of each i-th particle in every (t+1)-th iteration are updated as follows: (2) where i = 1, . . . , S refers to the particle's index and S is the population size of BPSO.
B. PSO VARIANTS AND IMPROVEMENT
Since the inception of PSO, substantial works were reported to enhance its optimization performance [4] - [7] . One of the main research areas focuses on employing the parameter adaptation strategy to achieve performance improvement. In [8] , a time-varying acceleration coefficient (TVAC) strategy was introduced to regulate the exploration and exploitation searches of particles. A fitness feedback mechanism was incorporated into TVAC strategy in [9] , leading to the proposal of feedback learning PSO with quadratic inertia weight (FLPSO-QIW). In [10] , an adaptive PSO (APSO) was designed to adjust the parameters of ω, c 1 and c 2 for each particle adaptively based on the swarm's evolutionary states. Similar parameter tuning was achieved in [11] using the grey relational analysis. An efficient population manager was introduced in [12] to regulate the PSO swarm size by referring to its latest search feedback status.
Population topology is another widely used approach to improve PSO performance because it governs the broadcast rate of best solution within the swarm [13] . In general, the PSO variants with fully connected topology are competitive to solve the simple unimodal problems, while those with ring topology perform better in complex multimodal problems. A flexible PSO (FlexiPSO) was therefore proposed in [14] by merging both of the global and local versions of PSO with predefined heuristics. A dynamic multi-swarm PSO (DMS-PSO) was designed in [15] to overcome the drawbacks of fixed neighborhood structures. Further enhancement of DMS-PSO was achieved by introducing the sub-regional harmony search [16] and modified multiple trajectory search [17] to facilitate the sub-swarm exploitation and adaptive dimension-wise line search, respectively. The Frankenstein PSO (FPSO) with dynamic neighborhood was proposed in [18] and the topology connectivity of each fully-connected particle is gradually reduced with time until the formation of ring topology, while [19] introduced another PSO variant with opposite strategy to manipulate topology connectivity. An independent-minded PSO (IPSO) was proposed in [20] where each particle can randomly decide whether to connect with other swarm members or act with self-reliance.
Modified learning strategy is another promising direction to improve PSO's performance. A comprehensive learning PSO was proposed in [21] , allowing each particle to learn the historical best positions of its peers in different dimensions. The example learning-based PSO proposed in [22] utilized the multiple global best positions to update the velocities of particles, while the swarm of random position PSO (RPSO) in [23] was guided by the randomly selected particles. The orthogonal experiment design technique was applied in [24] to construct an effective exemplar for orthogonal learning PSO (OLPSO) to guide the search. The median position and fitness of particle were considered by median-oriented PSO (MoPSO) in [25] to prevent rapid swarm convergence. Three dimension selection methods were proposed in [26] to allow the updating of particle in selected dimensions. An improved work was proposed in [27] to allocate different search tasks in different dimensions of particles. A socialbased and level-based learning strategies were developed in [28] and [29] , respectively, to facilitate the learning of particles from different dimensions of the superior swarm members.
Recently, the deployment of algorithmic framework with multiple learning strategies has become an emerging trend to enhance PSO's performance because none of single learning strategy can solve all types of problems effectively and the optimal choice of learning strategy to solve a given problem can change with time [30] . A PSO variant known as TRIBES was proposed in [31] to facilitate the adaptive adjustment of tribe's membership and velocity updating strategies for each particle based on its search status. In [32] , a selfadaptively selection model was incorporated into the selflearning PSO (SLPSO) to enable each particle to select one out of four searching strategies for different fitness landscapes. Similar PSO variants were proposed in [33] , and [34] except that different search strategies and self-adaptive strategies were designed. In [35] , a fitness-based multi-role framework was proposed, allowing each particle to play different roles and learn from different exemplars based on their current fitness values.
III. SATCPSO
A. MOTIVATION Different optimization problems can have different properties due to their unique fitness landscapes in different sub-regions of search space [32] . Each particle must be able to adaptively adjust its exploration and exploitation strengths during the search process in order to solve a given problem effectively.
Experimental studies conducted in [13] showed that global version of PSO with larger topology connectivity is more exploitative, while local version of PSO with small topology connectivity is more explorative. These findings implied that different exploration and exploitation strengths can be manifested in particle's level if its topology connectivity can be modified (i.e., increased, decreased, maintained or randomly shuffled) adaptively in search process. While this idea is fundamentally feasible, a crucial challenge is raised in terms of the types of heuristic required by each particle to detect the changes of fitness landscapes during the search process and then adapt its topology connectivity accordingly.
The prominence of PSO variants with multiple learning strategies in solving different types of optimization problems such as those proposed in [32] - [34] might provide an insight to tackle the abovementioned challenges.
Various self-adaptive mechanisms inspired by the concept of probability matching [36] were designed to assist the algorithms in selecting the search strategy with appropriate exploration and exploitation strengths for different particles in different search regions and different stages of optimization process based on the quality of solution generated. These mechanisms assumed that the most successful search strategy used in the previous iterations is likely to be successful in the future iterations.
For this reason, a SATC module is proposed in this study to leverage the concepts of self-adaptive mechanisms as practiced in [32] - [34] . Instead of determining the particle's search strategy, a SATC module is designed to select the topology connectivity manipulation (TCM) strategy for each particle adaptively so that it can perform searching with different exploration and exploitation strengths in different search regions or different stages of optimization.
B. SATC MODULE
In this section, the TCM strategies adopted by the SATC module are first explained, followed by the selfadaptive mechanism used to probabilistically select the appropriate TCM strategy of each particle based on its search history.
1) TCM STRATEGIES IN SATC MODULE
Denote TC i as the topology connectivity of each i-th particle, while TC min = 1 and TC max = S − 1 represent the lower and upper limits of topology connectivity, respectively. At the beginning stage of SATCPSO, the topology connectively TC i of each i-th particle is randomly initialized in the range of [TC min , TC max ] to introduce different exploration/exploitation strengths into the particles. For instance, the i-th particle with initial TC i = 1 has greater exploration strength, while the j-th particle initialized with TC j = 3 are more exploitative.
Given the TC i value, each i-th particle can then randomly select TC i swarm members from the population to form its neighborhood members. A symbolÑ i is defined as a set to store the TC i neighborhood members of each i-th particle. Different with [15] , the SATCPSO particles are not connected in bidirectional manner. For instance, although the i-th particle with TC i = 1 has selected the j-th particle with TC j = 3 as its neighbor, it is not necessary for the latter particle to select the former one as its neighbor. The j-th particle can select other members such as k-th, m-th and l-th particles as its neighbors instead. The possible topology connectivity of each particle during the initialization of SATC module is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Three TCM strategies knowns as Maintain, Increase, and Decrease are incorporated into the SATC module in order to adjust the particle's topology connectivity with time. When the Maintain strategy is assigned by SATC module on the i-th particle, the exploration and exploitation strengths of this particle remain unaltered with the same TC i andÑ i . In the scenario where Increase strategy is selected by the SATC module, the TC i of i-th particle increases by one and a new neighbor is then randomly selected from the population. The Increase strategy is employed to gradually increase the exploitation strength of SATCPSO particle as recommended in [32] . The information carried by the new neighbor can be utilized to guide the i-th particle to search for more promising regions via the improved learning framework based on the updated cognitive and social exemplars represented as P c i and P s i respectively. The formulation of P c i and P s i exemplars for each i-th particle will be elaborated in the next section. The mechanism of Increase strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where SATC module increases the TC i of i-th particle from two to three. The m-th particle is then selected as the new neighbor of particle i and the updatedÑ i set now consists of three members, i.e., the j-th, k-th and m-th particles.
For Decrease strategy, the TC i of i-th particle is decreased by one and a randomly selected member fromÑ i is discarded by the SATC module. Unlike Increase strategy, the Decrease strategy is used to gradually enhance the exploration strength of particle based on the updated P c i and P s i exemplars [32] . The mechanism of Decrease strategy is presented in Fig. 3 , where the TC m of m-th particle is reduced from two to one and the i-th particle is selected and expelled fromÑ m .
Another TCM strategy known as the random shuffling is designed in the SATC module to deal with the extreme cases of TC i = TC min and TC i = TC max where it is impossible to further decrease and increase the topology connectivity of i-th particle, respectively. When the current TC i of i-th particle reaches the lower or upper boundaries, the random shuffling is executed by SATC module to generate a new topology connectivity for the i-th particle by randomly selecting TC i members from population. This mechanism is considered as a random perturbation because it facilitates the i-th particle to perform searching in an entirely different direction based on new topological information obtained. Fig. 4 illustrates the possible mechanism of random shuffling by resetting the topology connectivity and neighborhood members of particle when its topology connectivity reaches the lower and upper limits during the search process.
2) SELF-ADAPTIVE MECHANISM IN SATC MODULE
It is nontrivial to determine the optimal TCM strategy of each particle to perform searching with the proper exploration and exploitation strengths because most algorithms have no prior knowledges of the fitness landscapes of given problems.
A self-adaptive mechanism inspired by [36] is used to address this difficulty by assigning an execution probability to each TCM strategy to facilitate the stochastic selection of TCM strategy in adjusting the topology connectivity of each particle. During the search process, the execution probability of each TCM strategy is gradually updated by a self-adaptive mechanism based on its relative performance. It is assumed that the most successful TCM strategy in previous iterations tends to perform well in the future iterations, therefore the execution probability of good performing TCM strategy is increased accordingly. For the TCM strategy with inferior performance, the associated execution probability decreases gradually so that higher priority can be offered to other TCM strategies with relatively better search performances.
For each i-th particle, let i z be the execution probability of its z-th TCM strategy, where z = 1, 2 and 3 refer to Maintain, Increase and Decrease strategies, respectively. During the initialization stage, equal execution probabilities are assigned to all TCM strategies, i.e., i 1 = i 2 = i 3 = 1/3 for all particles. Let min be the minimum execution probability of each TCM strategy, while Z = 3 be the total numbers of TCM strategies considered. For every i-th particle, the execution probability of its z-th TCM strategy at the (t + 1)-th iteration is updated as follow [36] :
where i,t z is the reward value for each z-th TCM strategy of the i-th particle in the t-th iteration and it is defined as:
where α is the learning coefficient in the range of 0 to 1.
As shown in (4), the reward value i,t z consists of three main components explained as follows. Denote f (·) as a function employed to evaluate the fitness of i-th particle's position x t i in the t-th iteration; y i as a counter used to record the number of unsuccessful learning encountered by the i-th particle; Y i as the maximum number of unsuccessful learning tolerated by the i-th particle and it is randomly set in the range of 1 to 10. If the i-th particle is improved by any z-th operator before the counter y i reaches the threshold value of Y i , y i will be reset to zero to reduce the risk of punishing best TCM strategy due to its temporally bad performance in short period. Let N i z be a counter used to record the frequency of the z-th TCM strategy being selected by the i-th particle since the last update of Y i ; i,t−1 z be the accumulated fitness improvement achieved by the i-th particle using the z-th TCM strategy since the last update of Y i . For every i-th particle, the efficiency index η i,t z of its z-th TCM strategy at the t-th iteration in the first component of (4) is updated as:
if the z-th TCM leads to fitness improvement 0, otherwise
The numerator in (5) represents the total fitness improvement achieved by the i-th particle using the z-th TCM strategy since the last update of Y i . From (5), it shows that greater fitness improvement produced by the selected z-th TCM strategy can produce higher efficiency index η i,t z and reward value i,t z .
This leads to the greater execution probability i z of z-th TCM strategy in the next iteration.
The parameter i z in second component of (4) denotes the success rate of the z-th TCM strategy in achieving fitness improvement of the i-th particle since the last update of Y i . Let i z be a counter used to record the number of successful learning brought by the z-th TCM strategy for the i-th particle since the last update of Y i , then i z can be calculated as:
Finally, the third component of (4) reflect the influence of previous execution probability of the z-th TCM strategy for the i-th particle, where β i z is the penalty factor assigned for the z-th TCM strategy of i-th particle and it is defined as:
From (3)- (6), it is notable that the z-th TCM strategy that can deliver good performance tends to produce higher values
, i z and i,t z , leading to the gradual increment of its execution probability. This enables the SATC module to adaptively adjust the exploration and exploitation strengths of each particle during the search process by selecting the most appropriate TCM strategy. When the best TCM strategy starts to lose its dominance, its execution probability is gradually reduced by the punishment mechanism described in (7). This allows the selection of other prominent TCM strategies to adjust the particle's topology connectivity. If the counter y i of i-th particle exceeds the threshold Y i , it implies that the information carried by the i-th particle is no longer useful in assisting the particle to select its optimal TCM strategy. In this scenario, all parameters of η i,t z , i,t−1 z , i z and i,t z for z = 1, 2 and 3 are reset to zero, while the new Y i is randomly initialized in the range of 1 to 10.
C. IMPROVED LEARNING FRAMEWORK 1) COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL EXEMPLARS
Given the topology connectivity and neighborhood member of i-th particle, a cognitive exemplar and a social exemplar, denoted as P c i and P s i , respectively, can be derived to guide the search. For every i-th particle, all of its neighborhood members stored inÑ i are sorted by referring to their personal best fitness levels from the best to worst values.
Without loss of generality, minimization problem is considered in the remaining of section. The fundamental differences between the concepts of fitness value and objective function value (ObjV) are first clarified here. Traditionally, the ''fitness'' terminology is a measure of the quality or goodness of each solution. All evolutionary and swarm intelligence algorithms aim to achieve the fitness maximization, leading to the problem dependent objective function minimization or maximization at the end of the optimization process. In order to state that solution A is fitter than solution B (i.e., f (A) > f (B)) in minimization problems, the ObjV of the VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. Flowchart used to derive the social and cognitive exemplars of the i-th particle in SATCPSO.
former solution must always be lower than that of the latter solution, where ObjV(A) < ObjV (B).
Let˜ s i be a set used to store the fitter members with personal best fitness value fall within the first quartile range, while˜ c i is used to record the members whose fitness values fall within the remaining three quartiles. Roulette wheel selection method is used to construct the social exemplar P s i based on the information stored in˜ 
From (8), the k-th member from˜ s i with better fitness (i.e., higher f (P k ) or lower ObjV(P k ) value) has greater W k i and hence better chance to be selected to generate P s i . If all dimensional components of P s i exemplar is contributed by the same best member in˜ s i , the variety of P s i might lost and becomes ineffective to guide the i-th particle in searching for global optimum. In order to prevent this undesirable scenario, a similar strategy suggested in [8] and [21] were used, where one dimensional component of P s i is randomly chosen and replaced with the corresponding component of another randomly selected member from˜ i is computed as [37] :
The procedures used to generate both of the cognitive exemplar (P c i ) and social exemplar (P s i ) of each i-th particle are summarized in Fig. 5 .
2) MODIFIED VELOCITY UPDATE SCHEME Both of the cognitive exemplar (P c i ) and social exemplar (P s i ) are used to update the velocity of i-th particle via the improved learning framework. Given that the derivation of both P c i and P s i exemplars involves stochastic process, the fitness of P c i and P s i exemplars can be either better or worse than the current fitness value of the i-th particle. If the P c i and P s i exemplars have better fitness than the i-th particle, the latter is attracted towards the formers to exploit further in the promising regions. On the other hand, the i-th particle is repelled away from the inferior exemplars of P c i and P s i . The additional momentums generated from this repel mechanism can be used to explore the unvisited regions of search space. Let λ 1 = c 1 r 1 and λ 2 = c 2 r 2 be the product values between the acceleration coefficient and random coefficient. Denote P c i as the vector difference between the cognitive exemplar (P c i ) and current position (X i ) of the i-th particle, where P c i = P c i − X i . On the other hand, P s i represents the vector difference between the social exemplar (P s i ) and current position (X i ) of the i-th particle, where P s i = P s i −X i . The new velocity of the i-th particle is then updated based on the rule of thumbs as shown below:
The new position X i of the i-th particle is then updated using (2). The fitness of X i is then evaluated and compared with the fitness of personal best P i and global best P g . If the newly updated X i has better fitness than P i and P g , the latter's fitness and position will be replaced by the former's one.
3) ALTERNATIVE SEARCH OPERATOR
An alternative search operator is introduced to evolve the i-th particle further if the modified velocity update scheme of (10) fails to achieve the fitness improvement of particle. An exemplar denoted as P a i is first generated for the alternative search operator in guiding the i-th particle. The formulation of P a i is contributed by the previously described P c i or P s i exemplars through a simple crossover process as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Let ς be a randomly generated number in the range of 0 to 1, each d-th dimension of the P a i is formulated as:
Similar with the P c i or P s i exemplars, the fitness level of P a i can either outperform or underperform the personal best fitness of i-th particle due to the stochastic process used in producing the exemplar. Let λ a = c a r a be the product between an acceleration coefficient denoted as c a and a random coefficient r a generated from a uniform distribution with the range of 0 to 1, while P a i = P a i − P i is the vector difference between the personal best fitness (P i ) of i-th particle and its alternate search exemplars (P a i ). As shown in Fig. 7 , VOLUME 6, 2018 a similar update strategy is adopted by the alternative search operator to update the personal best position of particle i, i.e.,
where P temp i is the adjusted cognitive experience of the i-th particle. The fitness value of P temp i is evaluated and compared with those of P i and P g . The updated P temp i will replace P i and P g if P temp i has better fitness than P i and P g .
D. COMPLETE FRAMEWORK OF SATCPSO
The complete framework of SATCPSO is shown in Fig. 8 . The execution probabilities of TCM strategies are updated only if any of the Maintain, Increase and Decrease strategies is selected. The P c,i or P s,i exemplars remain unchanged if the Maintain strategies is selected for the i-th particle by SATC module. In this scenario, the i-th particle utilizes the P c,i or P s,i exemplars generated in the previous iteration to perform the searching via the improved learning framework.
E. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SATCPSO WITH OTHER PSO VARIANTS
Although the ideas of using dynamic topology approaches to balance the exploration and exploitation searches of PSO have been advocated in earlier works, most existing PSO variants did not able to adjust the topology connectivity of particle in an adaptive manner like SATCPSO. For instance, IPSO and its variants in [20] randomly decided whether a particle should join the swarm or left isolated without considering any feedback. The FPSO and its variants in [18] and [19] can only decrease or increase the particle's topology connectivity with time. The lack of intelligent mechanisms in these PSO variants in adjusting the particle's topology connectivity adaptively tends to restrict the optimization performances of these algorithms.
On the other hand, the SATC module considers the quality of solution produced by particle and then automatically select the optimal TCM strategy to vary the particle's topology connectivity. This enables each particle to perform searching with different exploration and exploitation strengths by considering different fitness landscapes and different stages of optimization process. While TRIBES [31] can adjust the particle's topology connectivity adaptively, the structural adaptation mechanism adopted is fundamentally different with that of SATC module because TRIBES adjusts its network topology by removing or adding the particles into multiple tribes. Moreover, unlike SATCPSO, the TRIBES particles in each tribe are fully connected with each other.
Although the self-adaptive mechanism used by SATCPSO and the PSO variants in [32] - [34] is similar, it serves different purposes in these algorithms. SATCPSO employs the selfadaptive mechanism to determine the optimal TCM strategy of each particle to produce different levels of exploration and exploitation strengths, while similar mechanisms were used in [32] - [34] to select the particle's search operator. In addition, the four search operators in [32] -34] can be interpreted as four population topologies, which in turn implies that only limited choices (i.e., four) of exploration/exploitation strengths are available for each particle. On the other hand, the SATCPSO particle possess various types of communication structures because its topology is allowed to vary from TC min = 1 to TC max = S − 1, hence it offers the particles more choices of exploration/exploitation strengths in optimization process.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
A total of 25 scalable benchmark functions with dimensional size of D = 50 are considered for the performance evaluation of all algorithms. The descriptions of all benchmarks in terms of formula, feasible search range (RG), global minimum objective value (ObjV min ) and accuracy level (ε) are presented in Table 1 based on [38] and [39] . All tested benchmarks are divided into four categories, i.e., conventional, shifted, complex and composition problems.
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR ALL PSO VARIANTS
Nine well-established PSO variants are considered for the thorough comparisons with SATCPSO. The parameter settings of all involved algorithms are obtained from their respective literatures and summarized in Table 2 . PSO with distance-based dimension selection (PSODDS) from [26] is selected because it was reported to have the best performance among the three variants proposed. Given the fundamental concept of self-adaptive mechanism employed by SATCPSO is similar with that of SLPSO [32] , same values of learning coefficient α and penalty factor β are also applied on SATCPSO to ensure a fair comparison.
All PSO variants are simulated independently for 30 times in order to reduce random discrepancy. The maximum fitness evaluation of FE max = 3.00E + 05 is used as the termination criterion for all algorithms. The population size used by all PSO variants to solve the 50-D problems is set based on the recommendation of [32] , i.e., S = 30, because majority of the compared PSO variants have not been reported to solve 50-D problems in their original literatures.
C. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The performances of PSO are measured based on three criteria, i.e., accuracy, reliability and efficiency via the mean error (E mean ), success rate (SR) and success performance (SP) or mean computational time (t mean ), respectively [38] . E mean is defined as the mean difference between the fittest solution (i.e., solution with lowest ObjV) found by the algorithm and the actual global optimum's ObjV min .
Non-parametric statistical procedures [40] , [41] are also used for rigorous comparison between SATCPSO and its peers due to its appealing features in terms of independence, normality and homoscedasticity. Wilcoxon test is first used to conduct a pairwise comparison between SATCPSO and its peer at 5% significance level (i.e., σ = 0.05) and the values of h, R + , R − and p are presented. The h value concludes if SATCPSO is statistically better (i.e., h = '+'), insignificant (i.e., h = '=') or worse (i.e., h = '−') than its peers. R + and R − denote the sum of ranks of the compared methods that SATCPSO outperforms and underperforms, respectively. The p-value of Wilcoxon test refers to the minimal level of significance to detect differences [40] , [41] . If p-value is less than σ , it implies the existence of strong evidences to reject null hypothesis. The better results achieved by the best algorithm are statistically significant instead of by chance.
For multiple comparisons of algorithms, the Friedman test is first used to obtain the average ranking of each algorithm and to detect significance differences between two or more algorithms based on the p-value [40] , [41] . When significant global difference is found, a set of post-hoc procedures known as Bonferroni-Dunn, Holm and Hochberg methods are then used to characterize the concert differences among all methods [41] .
D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF SATCPSO 1) COMPARISON OF E MEAN RESULTS
The comparison results of mean error (E mean ), standard deviation (SD) and Wilcoxon test produced by all compared PSO variants in each tested problem are presented in Table 3 , where the best results are indicated with text in boldface. The comparison of E mean values of SATCPSO with its peers are summarized as w/t/l and #BME, where w/t/l means that SATCPSO outperforms a particular peer in w functions, ties in t functions and loses in l functions. #BME refers to the number of best (i.e., lowest) E mean values achieved by each PSO variant. The Wilcoxon test result (h) is summarized as +/=/− to indicate the number of test functions in which the SATCPSO performs significantly better, almost the same and significantly worse than its competitor, respectively.
From Table 3 , it is reported that SATCPSO achieves 20 best E mean values out of the 25 tested benchmarks, implying that the proposed work has the best search accuracy among all compared methods. SATCPSO is able to locate the global optima of all conventional problems (F1 to F9) except for F3. Similar search performances are demonstrated by relatively well performing OLPSO-L, MoPSO and SLPSO because the global optimum of F3 is located in a long, narrow parabolicshaped valley that is difficult to reach.
The excellent search accuracy of SATCPSO is also demonstrated in addressing the shifted problems (F9 to F16) because it produces six best E mean values in the eight shifted problems. Notably, SATCPSO is the only algorithm to locate the near-global optima of functions F12, F13 and F16. The remaining algorithms fail to locate the shifted global optima of tested benchmarks despite some of them (e.g., MoPSO) have performed well in the conventional problems. Further performance plunges were demonstrated by all algorithms in tackling the complex (F17 to F20) and composition (F21 to F25) problems because the inclusion of rotating and shifting operations, expanded mechanism and composition operation have escalated the problems' complexities, hence imposing greater challenges for algorithms to locate the global optima of these problems. Among the 10 algorithms, SATCPSO is the least vulnerable to such complex modifications due to its ability to produce seven E mean and two second best E mean values in the functions F17 to F25.
2) COMPARISON OF NON-PARAMETRIC STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS
The pairwise comparison results between SATCPSO and its peers through the Wilcoxon test in terms of h values and sum of ranking (R + and R − ) with the associated p-values are reported in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. Table 3 shows that the h values of Wilcoxon test results are consistent with the E mean values by referring to the summarized results of ''w/t/l'' and ''+/=/−''. The results of Table 4 confirm the significant performance improvement of SATCPSO during the independent pairwise comparisons with the other nine PSO variants given that all p-values reported by Wilcoxon test are less than σ = 0.05.
Multiple comparisons adapted in [41] are used to evaluate the effectiveness of SATCPSO further. The average ranking of all PSO variants and the associated p-values obtained by Friedman test are presented in Table 5 . SATCPSO emerges as the best performing algorithm with the average rank of 1.70. The results in Table 5 also suggest the significant global difference among all compared algorithms because the p-value computed with Friedman test statistic is smaller than the significance level considered, i.e., σ = 0.05. Based on these results, a set of post-hoc analyses known as Bonferroni-Dunn, Holm and Hochberg are performed to detect concrete differences with the control algorithm, i.e., SATCPSO in this case. Table 6 presents the z values, unadjusted p-values and adjusted p-values (APVs) obtained from these post-hoc procedures. When the Bonferroni-Dunn, Holm and Hochberg procedures are performed at significant level of σ = 0.05, SATCPSO significantly outperforms all algorithms in terms of search accuracy except for OLPSO-L and SLPSO. SATCPSO shows a significant improvement over OLPSO-L as confirmed by Holm and Hochberg procedures. While no performance deviation is observed between SATCPSO and SLPSO at σ = 0.05, Holm and Hochberg procedures would confirm that SATCPSO is better than SLPSO if σ = 0.10. Table 7 shows that the SR and SP results produced by all involved PSO variants are summarized as #S/#PS/#NS and #BSP, respectively, in order to compare their reliability and efficiency. #S/#PS/#NS indicates the number of benchmarks that are completely, partially and never solved by a particular PSO variant, while #BSP refers to the number of best (i.e., lowest) SP values achieved by the algorithm. The SR and SP values for functions F10, F18 to F20 and F22 to F24 are discarded in Table 7 because none of the involved algorithms can solve these functions within the predefined accuracy level ε in at least one simulation run.
3) COMPARISON OF SR RESULTS
The SR analysis in Table 7 reveal that SATCPSO has the best search reliability because it completely solves 13 out of 25 tested benchmarks. SATCPSO, SLPSO and MoPSO have demonstrates their competitive performances in solving the conventional problems because these PSO variants can solve seven out of eight tested problems successfully.
SATCPSO also demonstrates the best search reliability in tackling shifted problems by not only producing seven best SR values out of the eight tested benchmarks but it is also the only PSO variant that can partially and completely solve functions F11 and F16, respectively. Good search reliabilities are shown by FLPSO-QIW, OLPSO-L, FlexiPSO and SLPSO because these methods can solve at least four out of the eight shifted problems partially. Significant performance degradation was exhibited by MoPSO because it fails to solve any of the given problems partially or completely.
Significant challenges are encountered by all compared algorithms to solve the complex and composition problems due to the complex fitness landscapes, except for functions F17 and F21, where SATCPSO achieved the second best SR values of 80.00% and 6.67%, respectively. SATCPSO outperforms its peers in the remaining seven complex and composition problems by achieving six best E mean values and one second best E mean value in these tested benchmarks. Table 7 shows that an infinity value of SP (i.e., Inf) is assigned when a PSO variant fails to solve a given problem completely or partially. Convergence curves such as those illustrated in Fig. 9 are used to further justify the search efficiency of algorithms. For the sake of conserving space, only six selected cases are presented.
4) COMPARISON OF SP RESULTS
5) COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL TIMES
The computation time t mean incurred by all PSO variants in solving the 25 tested benchmarks are measured under the homogenous platform of Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13 GHz with 3.50 GB RAM PC equipped with Windows 7 and Maltab. Simulation results depicted in Fig. 10 shows that APSO and FLPSO-QIW are the least computation efficient because these two algorithms produce 20 worst (i.e., highest)
t mean values out of the 25 tested benchmarks. SLPSO also tends to consume excessive computational resources in solving the benchmarks by producing three worst and five second VOLUME 6, 2018 worst t mean values in functions F8, F9, F16, F18, F21, F22, F24 and F25. In contrary, Fig. 10 reports that SATCPSO is the most computational efficient optimizer by producing 12 best t mean values out of 25 benchmarks, followed by the OLPSO-L that achieves 11 best t mean values. The excellent performance of SATCPSO in term of t mean suggests that the proposed framework does not impose excessive computational burdens in achieving performance enhancement in terms of E mean , SR and SP as compared to other computationally expensive PSO variants such as APSO, FLPSO-QIW and SLPSO.
E. COMPARATIVE STUDY ON CEC 2010 LARGE-SCALE BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
The CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark functions are used to evaluate the performances of SATCPSO further in solving more complex optimization problems. The brief descriptions of these large-scale benchmark functions are presented in Table 7 , while the detailed procedures of constructing these functions are explained in [42] .
The proposed SATCPSO is compared with another five optimization algorithms, namely the comprehensive learning PSO (CLPSO) [21] , PSO with generalized oppositionbased learning (GOPSO) [43] , diversity enhanced PSO with neighborhood search (DNSPSO) [44] , the combination of CLPSO with diversity enhancement mechanism and neighborhood search strategy (DNSCLPSO) [44] and a memetic algorithm chained with different local search applications that can assign different local search intensities on each individual solution based on its feature (MA-SW-Chains) [45] . The parameter settings of all compared algorithms are explained as follows. The population sizes of all PSO variants are set as S = 100. The remaining parameter settings for CLPSO, GOPSO, DNSCLPSO and DNSPSO are determined based on the recommendations of [44] . For MA-SW-Chains, the same parameter settings are used as suggested in [45] . The maximum fitness evaluations of all compared algorithms are set as FE max = 3.00E + 06 and each algorithm is simulated for 25 runs for each function [42] .
The mean error (E mean ) and standard deviation (SD) values obtained by each algorithm for all CEC 2010 largescale benchmark functions are presented in Table 9 with the best results are highlighted in boldface. The simulation results of CLPSO, GOPSO, DNSCLPSO, DNSPSO and MA-SW-Chains are extracted from [44] . As shown in Table 9 , the search accuracies of CLPSO and GOPSO are completely dominated by SATCPSO because the E mean values produced by the former two algorithms in all tested functions are much worse than the latter algorithm. While the DNSCLPSO and DNSPSO outperform SATCPSO in two and three functions, respectively, the diversity enhancement mechanism and neighborhood search strategy incorporated into the former two PSO variants are not effective to address the challenging fitness landscapes of the remaining large-scale benchmark functions. Meanwhile, both of the MA-SW-Chains and SATCPSO have demonstrated the most competitive search accuracies in tackling the CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark functions. In particular, MA-SW-Chains has solved ten functions with the best E mean values and eight functions with the second E mean values. Meanwhile, the proposed SATCPSO produces nine best and eight second best E mean values in the 20 tested largescale benchmark functions. From Table 9 , it shows that the deployment of: (a) the SATC module that can adjust the exploration and exploitation strengths of each particle adaptively in search process and (b) the improved learning framework consists of a modified velocity update scheme and an alternative search operator are useful for SATCPSO to solve the large-scale optimization problems with more challenging and complex fitness landscapes.
A set of non-parametric statistical analyses are conducted to compare the average ranking of all PSO variants and the associated p-values obtained by Friedman test in Table 10 . SATCPSO and MA-SA-Chains are found to be the best performing algorithms in solving the CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark functions with the same average rank of 1.78. This is followed by DNSPSO, DNSCLPSO, GOPSO and CLPSO with the average ranks of 3.15, 3.50, 5.35 and 5.45, respectively. Significant performance differences between all compared algorithms are verified in Table 10 because the p-value obtained from Friedman test statistic is smaller than the predefined significant level of σ = 0.05. Three post-hoc analyses known as the Bonferroni-Dunn, Holm and Hochberg procedures are also conducted at the significance level of σ = 0.05 and the results are presented in Table 11 . All employed post-hoc procedures confirm that the proposed SATCPSO has significantly better search accuracy than those of CLPSO, GOPSO and DNSCLPSO. Meanwhile, only the Holm and Hochberg procedures can detect the significant outperformance of SATCPSO as compared with DNSPSO. Finally, it is observed that none of the employed post-hoc procedures can reveal the significant performance differences between the SATCPSO and MA-SA-Chains in solving the CEC 2010 large-scale benchmark functions.
F. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TWO REAL-WORLD ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
Both of the frequency-modulated (FM) sound synthesis problem and spread radar polyphaser code design problem in [46] are used to investigate the applicability of SATCPSO to solve real-world engineering design problems.
1) FREQUENCY MODULATED SOUND SYNTHESIS
FM sound synthesis is essential for modern music systems due to its simplicity and efficiency in creating complex sound timbres. A parameter vector of X = [a 1 , w 1 , a 2 , w 2 , a 3 , w 3 ] is considered. Let γ (t) be the target sound to be generated by FM synthesize, while γ 0 (t) is the estimated sound. Then, γ (t) = a 1 sin (w 1 tθ + a 2 sin (w 2 tθ + a 3 sin (w 3 tθ))) (13) γ 0 (t) = 1.0 sin (5.0tθ − 1.5 sin (4.8tθ + 2.0 sin (4.9tθ))) (14) where θ = 2π /100 and the six involves design parameters are constrained in the continuous range of [−6.4, 6.35] . The FM sound synthesis problem aims to minimize the sum of squared error between the target sound γ (t) and the estimated sound γ 0 (t). In order to achieve this purpose, the objective function of FM sound synthesis problem is formulated as follow [46] :
2) SPREAD SPECTURM RADAR POLYPHASE CODE DESIGN Spread spectrum radar polyphaser code design problem is widely considered in radar system design. This system has no polynomial time solution and it is defined as follow [46] :
where m = 2D − 1 and
3) SIMULATION SETTINGS AND RESULTS
All PSO variants are tested with these two engineering design problems. The population size (S) and maximum fitness evaluation numbers (FE max ) of algorithms used to solve the FM sound synthesis problem are set to 100 and 1.00E+05 as recommended in [47] , respectively. The 20-D spread spectrum radar polyphaser code design problem is solved using S = 100 and FE mx = 5.00E + 06 [47] . Both engineering design problems are solved using 30 runs and Table 12 presents the simulation results in terms of mean error (E mean ), Wilcoxon test result (h) and mean computational time (t mean ). SATCPSO is reported to produce the best E mean values in solving both of the FM sound synthesis and spread spectrum radar problems. For the FM sound synthesis problem, the best error value produced by SATCPSO is 2.99E-11 and it is associated with the near global optimum of a 1 = 1.0, w 1 = 5.0, a 2 = −1.5001, w 2 = 4.8, a 3 = 2.0 and w 3 = 4.9. VOLUME 6, 2018 Meanwhile, the best error value obtained by SATCPSO in solving the spread spectrum radar problem is 0.58 and the parameters obtained are: x 1 = 2.67, x 2 = 0.00, x 3 = 2.38, x 4 = 2.87, x 5 = 1.69, x 6 = 6.26, x 7 = 3.03, x 8 = 3.15, x 9 = 4.03, x 10 = 2.68, x 11 = 1.13, x 12 = 1.53, x 13 = 1.98, x 14 = 1.53, x 15 = 1.18, x 16 = 6.28, x 17 = 0.89, x 18 = 0.59, x 19 = 0.59 and x 20 = 0.95.
The excellent search accuracy of SATCPSO is further verified by the results of Wilcoxon test. Furthermore, only small computational costs are incurred by SATCPSO to solve both engineering design problems as reflected by the lowest t mean values. From Table 12 , it is suggested that SATCPSO is promising to tackle the real-world engineering problems with good search accuracy and low computational overhead.
V. CONCLUSION
A new PSO variant known as SATCPSO is proposed in this study. A SATC module was proposed to adjust the particle's topology connectivity adaptively with time, aiming to resolve the intense conflict between the exploration and exploitation searches of particle. An improved learning framework that consists of a modified velocity update mechanism and an alternative search operator is also designed in SATCPSO. Both of these strategies can derive new exemplars to provide more effective guidance to particles in searching for the promising regions of search space. Extensive simulation studies show that the proposed SATCPSO outperforms most well-established PSO variants in terms of search accuracy, search reliability, search efficiency and computation cost. The competitive search performance exhibited by SATCPSO implies that importance of having an adaptive time-varying topology connectivity approach and an improved learning framework in enhancing the search performance of PSO. He is currently a Professor and the Deputy Dean (Academic, Students, and Alumni) of the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, USM. As of now, he has led the Imaging and Intelligent System Research Team research group to publish at both national and international arena. He has published over 130 manuscripts indexed in ISI out of a total of over 250 are publications. His research interests include intelligent systems, image processing, neural networks, biomedical engineering, and intelligent diagnostic systems and algorithms.
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